Cys669-Cys713 disulfide bridge formation is a key to dystroglycan cleavage and subunit association.
Dystroglycan (DG) is a widely expressed, transmembrane glycoprotein complex that plays important roles by connecting the extracellular matrix to the cytoskeleton. The alpha- and beta-DG subunits are produced by the cleavage of residues 653 and 654 of the precursor. To clarify the mechanisms involved in cleavage and subunit association, we performed a series of mutation analyses and made the following discoveries: (i) Disruption of the intramolecular disulfide bridge between Cys669 and Cys713 in beta-DG completely abolishes the cleavage, (ii) deletions in the loop region (669-713) and in the C-terminal region of alpha-DG (550-645) abolish the cleavage, (iii) disruption of the disulfide bridge and deletions in the loop region deteriorate the alpha- and beta-DG subunit association, and (iv) at the cleavage site, especially, positions P1' (Ser654) and P6' (Trp659) are critical. Thus, the critical role of the Cys669-Cys713 disulfide bridge formation is, most likely, to form a specific tertiary structure, in which the alpha- and beta-DG domains interact and the cleavage site becomes susceptible to proteolytic reactions. The Cys669 and Cys713 pair is broadly conserved in vertebrates and in some invertebrates, suggesting that the disulfide bridge formation was established early in the evolution of DG.